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1 - INTRODUCTION

Formation and decay of hot nuclei is one major research topic in intermediate

heavy ion physics *). Many questions have been raised concerning the maximum

excitation energy which can be sustained in a nucleus or the phase transition of nuclear

matter 2) or the multifragmentation onset 3>. A difficulty of the problem is that it is

necessary to disentangle exit channel properties from entrance channel effects concerning

energy deposit. From some experiments 4), it has been suggested mat the energy deposit

saturates when the bombarding energy is increased. From some other results 5), an

> increase of the bombarding energy does not lead to a saturation of the deposited excitation

but to a qualitative change of the decay channels. In the present experiment, we have

studied the Ar+Ag system at two bombarding energies : SO and 70 MeVAi. We have

first focused on the standard decay of the corresponding hot nuclei, i.e. on the formation

of evaporated residues, which have been detected in coincidence with most of the decay

charged particles (use of a 4 it device). From this very complete knowledge of the

events, it has been possible to determine the excitation energy distribution of the initial

hot nuclei. In a second step of the analysis, we have extended the triggering conditions to

more complicated events including multi-fragment emission.

In section 2 of this paper, we describe the experimental set up. Section 3 is

devoted to the results involving an evaporation residue. Section 4 is devoted to triggering

conditions based on the multiplicilty detected in the 4 ic device. Section S is a summary

of the results.
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2 - EXPERIMENTAL SET UP

The experimental set up is shnv, a in figure 1. Two Urge area silicon telescopes

were located at forward angle (1 Ie; in order to analyse in mass and energy Ae evaporated

residues. The light charged particles emitted from 3° to 30° to the beam were detected in

a plastic wall (MUR) $ and die particles emitted from 3O0IoISO0 were detected in a

* !

1

Figure 1 : Experimental set up

plastic barrel (TONNEAU)7). A AE-time of flight technique was used to identify the

particles in charge and velocity in both multidetecton. In die plastic wall it was possible

to resolve various Z up to Z«9 (at least for velocities exceeding IS MeV/u) ; in the

plastic barrel, only Z= 1,2 atomic numbers were unambigously resolved. At backward

angles, two silicon telescopes have been added for temperature measurements from the

shape of kinetic energy spectra of evaporated protons and alphas.

À



In a first pan of the experiment, the trigger was achieved by the evaporation

residue telescopes and all the coincident charged particles recorded. In a second part, the

triggering condition was the multiplicity of detected particles.

3 • RESULTS CONCERNING THE EVAPORATION RESIDUE TRIGGER

\
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Figure 2 is a typical mass-velocity plot of nuclei detected in the forward silicon

telescopes. Low mass-large velocity nuclei correspond mainly to projectile like

fragments. On the other hand, larger mass-low velocity products are associated with

evaporation residues. Their recoil velocity distribution extends from 0,4 cm/ns

(threshold of the set up) up to ~ 2 cm/ns which is a sizeable fraction of the cm .

velocity (2.7 and 3.1 cm/ns at 50 and 70 MeV/u respectively).

The distinction of large velocity residues from other kinds of events is not

obvious from figure 2 and nuclei of interest can be mixed up for instance with fragments

I

Figure 2 : J

Mass velocity plot for the

nuclei detected in the forward

time of flight telescope for a

bombarding energy of

70 MeVIu. The evaporation

residues lie around mass 80

and their velocities reflect the

centrality of the collision.
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resulting from a fission process. In order to test that the selection of residues achieved in

figure 2 was reliable, we have used another criteria : namely the "completeness" of the

detected events. As a matter of fact, the events of interest are the only leading to a single

heavy fragment (the evaporation residue). Any other process (like fission or multi

fragment emission) lead to several fragments. In the first case, the evaporation residues is
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; correctly analysed in the silicon telescope and its corresponding light decay piracies are
; ' correctly recognized in the 4TC device. In the second case, only one fragment can be
i correctly recognized in the silicon telescope, and the atomic number(s) of die other(s)
i is(arc) systematically underestimated because of the limitations of the AK device. This

, feature can be recognized in figure 3-a,c. For each event, the total detected linear
u~ momentum and the total detected charge have been reconstructed. They have been

normalized to their theoretical values : hence, a perfect detection would correspond to a
concentration of points in the (1,1) region. It is approximately the case for many events
but, for some of them, the measured quantities are far below the expected ones : these
events are those for which one fragment has been missed or badly measured. And indeed
a selection of the region located above the (0.7, 0.7) coordinates corresponds to a
selection of the residue region of figure 2 : see parts b, d of figure 3.

" —• It is now possible to focuse on the selected evaporation residues. For each
event, we have analysed the coincident charged particles. Figure 4 indicates the velocity
spectra for Z>1, 2 and > 2 particles detected in the forward angular range. The
evaporation residues have been sorted in three classes depending on the charged particles
multiplicity above 30°. The spectra exhibit two contributions : panicles evaporated from
the hot fusion nucleus and faster particles resulting from prompt or preequilibrium
emission. As expected, the relative contribution of the evaporation component (lower part

* j of the velocity spectra) increases for faster residues i.e. for more excited fusion nuclei
' An important step of the analysis consisted in reconstructing on an event by

. • event basis the initial excitation energy of the fusion nucleus. The difficulty lies in the
^ necessity of recognizing the origin of each particle of an event : evaporation from the

x fusion nucleus or faster emission. We have achieved this identification on the statistical
basis described below.

• i - We have constructed for three classes of hot nuclei (corresponding to three recoil
velocity ranges of evaporation residues) the velocity spectra of the coincident light
charged particles at various emission angles.
ii - We have assumed that all backward emitted particles were evaporated from the hot
fusion nucleus.
iii - From the spectra at backward angles, we have calculated the evaporation
contributions at forward angles. In figure 4, the corresponding results are indicated
(dashed line) for the 3°-3O° angular range.
iv - For a given particle velocity, it has, then been possible to extract the relative
probabilities of the evaporation and fast emission processes,
v - In the event by event analysis, each particle has been partly attributed to evaporation

. and faster emission with relative weights equal to the above probabilities.

À
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Figure 3 :

Part a : contour plot at 70 MeVIu for the total detected charge (absissa) and the total

detected linear momentum (ordinate), normalized to their expected value for a perfect set
up.

Part b : mass-velocity plot of figure 2 \fone selects in plot a the region located above the
(0.7-0.7) coordinates.

Pan c-d : similar results at SO MeVIu.
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Figure 4 :
Velocity spectra of particles detected in the forward direction (between 3°and 30°). The
columns 1, 2 and 3 correspond to Z-I, 2 and 2 2 particles. The rows 1, 2, 3
correspond to increasing multiplicities above 30°. Largest multiplicities correspond to
the largest excitation energies. Results at 70 MeVIu.

vi - It has been possible to reconstruct for each event Ae exdtstk» energy of Ae initial
nucleus in summing up all the contributions of the evaporated particles (kinetic and
binding energies). The dead areas of the detector have been taken into account in an
average way by use of a proportionnility coefficient The neutrons contribution has been
estimated from the proton one in taking into account the isotopic ratio of the whole
system.
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The results ire shown in figure 5. The points refer to die experimental excitation
energy distribution of the fusion nuclei of interest (those which have led to an evaporation
residue). The curves have been obtained by use of the Eugene simulation *> : the eneny
deposit of the entrance channel is calculated by taking into account both one body and
two bodies dissipation for the nucléons of the overlap region ; thai, Ae decay process is
calculated in a statistical approach in an unified way. The solid curves of figure 5 are
obtained for the calculated events leading to an evaporation residue. The dashed curves
one obtained if the experimental filter is included in the simulation. It turns out that they
reproduce correctly the data. A second important remark is that me results (bom
experimental and calculated) look quite similar it 50and 70 MeVTu.

Ar+Ag50MeV/u Ar+Ag70MeV/u

IO

.5s

1 . . . . 1 . . . . 1 . . . . I

O 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 0 200

E(Mcv)

•00 MO 1000 1200 1400

E(M«V)

Figure 5 :
Excitation energy distribution of initial fusion nuclei which decay down to an evaporation
residue : left side : SO MeVIu ; right side : 70 MeVIu ; points : experiment ; dashed and
solid curves : Eugene simulation including and not including (respectively) the effect of
the experimental filter.
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Similar observations have been performed from neutron multiplicity
distributions associated with binary fission of heavy systems ') . They can be interpreted
in two ways. Either the energy deposited in the entrance channel exhibit a saturation
when the bombarding energy is increased, or die observed saturation is mainly due to me
selection of a given exit channel. This second interpretation is supported bom by Eugene
calculations and other experimental evidences $ : the selection of a "standard" sequential
decay of a fusion nucleus (evaporation or binary fission) would restrict the range of
measured excitation energies. This question is discussed in section 4 in which the trigger
conditions of the present experiment have been extented to muldfiagment emission.

Coming back to the events of interest in mis section (standard decay leading to a
residue), further results have to be pointed out. In spite of the similarity of the
experimental results shown in figure 5 at 50 and 70 MeV/u, it turns out that slightly
higher excitation energies per nucléon are reached at 70 MeVAi. This feature reflects the
smaller masses of the fusion nuclei at higher energy and is dearly recognized in figure 6,
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Fig. 6 :
Distributions of the excitation energy per nucléon at 50 and 70 MeVIu.
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It is quite coherent with the fact that the proton spectra measured at backward angles
con^$pondtohighcrtemperiturexiJitcânbciceninfifurc7:thc«bicU$*refOTtothc
multiplicity of evaporated particles and the ordinale is the tempentureparameie asured
from the center of mass spectra. The Eugene simulation has been used to deduce the
initial temperature of the fusion nucleus which reaches 8±0.5 MeV ind7±0.5 MeV « 7 0
and 50 MeWu respectively.

9 « 7 • t , 10 11
Evaporated Muttfeticity

Figure 7 :
Plot of the measured temperature parameters extracted from kinetic energy spectra of
backward emitted protons as a function of the multiplicity of evaporated particles.
50 MeVIu : open points ; 70 MeVIu : closed points.

IV - RESULTS CONCERNING THE MULTIPLICITY TRIGGER

The results discussed in this section concern an extended trigger condition :
namely the multiplicity in the whole multidetector (MUR + TONNEAU). Any event
corresponding to a multiplicity larger than 3 has been analysed. The advantage of mis
method is that any reaction mechanism and any exit channel are included. Its inconvenient
lies in the limitation of the set up which is unable to identify correctly hetvy products.
This drawback appears in figure 8 which is equivalent to figure 3a,c for this trigger
condition.
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Figure « :
Contour plots for the total detected charge (abscissa) and the total linear momentum

(ordinate normalized to their maximum possible values). Incident energy : 50 MeV/u.

Various plots corresponds to various multiplicity conditions.

It appears that for low total multiplicities of charged particles, die total measured

charge represents only 30% of the real charge. This is due to the mis-identification of

heavy fragments. For larger multiplicities the measured total charge reaches 45% of its

true value due to the increasing contribution of light charged particles.

An interesting result lies in the total multiplicity distributions shown in figure 9.

Four curves are plotted corresponding to residue and multiplicity triggers, at 50 and 70

MeV/u. As expected, it turns out that an increase of the bombarding energy leads to a

wider multiplicity distribution ; but the astonishing feature is that the results arc quite

similar whatever the trigger is. If the total multiplicity measures the violence of the
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collision, this result means that the roost vident collisions can leadto an evaporation
residue. This does not mean that there is no place left for the emission intennediaie mass
fragment but it means that if multifragmentation takes place for this system the
competition of more "standard" decay processes remains quite strong even for the most
violent collisions.

Ar +Afl EfA* 90,7OMtWtI

10 15 20

total multiplicity

25 30

Figure 9 :
Total multiplicity distributions measured at SO (open points) and 70 (closed points)
MeVIu when the multiplicity trigger is used. They are compared with the cotremonding
results obtained with the residue trigger : dashed (50 MeVIu) and solid (70 MeVIu)
curves which have been arbitrarily normalized to the muluplicuy trigger data.

V . SUMMARY

In this paper, ws have studied the decay properties of hot nuclei produced in the
Ar+Ag collisions. We have first selected the outgoing channel leading to a residue as it is
the case in standard sequential evaporation. The corresponding excitation energy
distributions exhibit quite similar behaviour at 50 and 70 MeV/u but the maximum
temperatures and excitation energies per nuckon increase slightly whith the bombarding

\
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energy. In a second part of the analysis, a multiplicity trigger has been used in order to

include any outgoing channel i.e. sequential evaporation or fission and ;

multifragtnentation. It turns out that the total multiplicity distributions obtained with both . \

triggers are quite similar. This results is astonishing since it could mean mat, for this *

system, fusion nuclei resulting from the most violent collisions can still undergo a

standard decay leading to a residue. However, further investigations are necessary in

order to establish if the total multiplicity is unambiguously correlated with the violence of

the collision.
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